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1. Introduction. A square complex matrix is said to be sign symmetric (weakly sign 
symmetric) if it has nonnegative products ofsymmetrically located minors (almost prin
cipal minors) (for detailed definition see Definition 2.11). 

Weakly sign symmetric matrices were studied first by Gantmacher and Krein [8, p. 
Ill] and by Koteljanskii [13]. That is why these matrices are also called GKK-matrices, 
e.g., Fan [5]. One reason for the interest in these classes of matrices is that they contain 
the important classes of the Hermitian matrices, the totally nonnegative matrices and 
the M-matrices. Another reason is the strong linkage between weak sign symmetry and 
the Fischer-Hadamard determinantal inequalities. This connection is studied in Gant
macher and Krein [8], Koteljanskii [12], Carlson [l], Green [9] and Hershkowitz and 
Berman [10]. 

A sufficient condition for positivity of the principal minors of a weakly sign symmetric 
matrix in terms ofleading principal minors is given by Koteljanskii [13]. 

Relations between weakly sign symmetric matrices and ~matrices are discussed in 
Engel and Schneider [4] and in Hershkowitz and Berman [11]. 

Sign symmetry and weak sign symmetry are also related to stability. It was proved 
by Carlson [2] that sign symmetric matrices whose principal minors are positive are 
stable, i.e., their spectra lie in the open right half plane. The same result is conjectured 
to hold for weakly sign symmetric matrices too. 

In this paper we generalize the concepts of sign symmetry and weakly sign symmetry. 
We define k-sign symmetric matrices, where k is a nonnegative integer (see Definition 
2.11). In view of our definition an n X n sign symmetric matrix is a k-sign symmetric 
matrix whenever k ~ (n - 1)/2. The I-sign symmetric matrices are those weakly sign 
symmetric matrices whose principal minors are real. Since reality of principal minors is 
assumed in all the results on weakly sign symmetric matrices quoted above, one may as 
well consider those as assertions on I-sign symmetric matrices. 
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After giving graph theoretic preliminaries in § 3, we cbaracterize in § 4 the matrices 
all of whose diagonal shifts are k-sign symmetric, that is matrices if such that if + D is 
k-sign symmetric for every reaJ diagonal matrix D. Given a positive Ie, we show that an 
irreducible matrix satisfies this condition if and only if it is diagonally similar to a Her
mitian matrix. Thus, a matrix satisfies the above shift condition for lOme positive k if 
and only if it satisfies the condition for every positive k. 

For k ~ 2, we prove in § 5 a similar result for a matrix if aD of whose acaIar shifts 
if + 11, where I is real, are k-sign symmetric. If k = J then we Detd an additional graph 
theoretic hypothesis, namely the reversibility of the cbordless directed circuits of even 
length in the directed graph of A. 

The extensions of our results to mlucible matrices follow from a theorem in § 6 
that a matrix A is k-sign symmetric if and only if every diagonal block in the Frobenius 
nonnal fonn of if is k-sign symmetric. 

2. Definitions aDd notation. 
Notation 2.1. We denote 

la\: the cardinality of a set a. 
Ii: the field of reaJ numbers. 
C: the field of complex numbers. 
[x]: the maximal integer which is less than or equal to the reaJ number x. 

Notation 2.2. For a positive integer 11 we denote 

(II): the set {I, 2, ... l"}' 
F"''': the set of all 11 X 11 matrices over a field F. 

Notation 2.3. For a (nondirected, simple) graph r we denote 

V(r): the vertex set of r. 
E(r): the edge set of r. 
[i,j]: an edge between i andj, i,j E V(r). Observe that [i,j] = [j, 11. 

DEflNl1l0N 2.4. Let r be a graph. A sequence of edges in r which leads from ito 
j, [i, PI], [P., P2], .•• , [p", - .. P,.,], [p"" j], is called a path in r between i and j and is 
denoted by [i, P., P2, ... ,p"" j]. A path [ih ••• , i,] in r is said to be a closed path if 
il = i l • A closed path [i., •.. , i", i.] is said to be a circuil if i h •••• ilc are distinct. A 
circuit is said to be of length Ie, or a k-circuil, if it consists of k edges. 

Notatioll 2.5. For a (simple) directed graph (or digraph) fl we denote 

V(fl): the vertex set of fl. 
E(fl): the arc set of fl. 
(i,j): an arc from i toj, i,j, E V(fl). Observe that (i,j) = (j, i) ifand only if 

i =j. 

DEFINITION 2.6. Let fl be a digraph. A sequence of arcs in fl from i to j, (i, PI), 
(PI ,P2), • • • ,(p", - I, p",), (Pm,j), is called a directed path in fl from i to j and is denoted 
by (i, Ph P2, ... ,p""j). A directed path (il> ... , i,) in fl is said to be a closed directed 
path if il = i •. A closed directed path (i., ..• , i", i.) is said to be a directed dmdl (or 
dicircuit) if ii' ... , i" are distinct. A dicircuit is said to be oflength Ie, or a k-didmdl, if 
it consists of k arcs. 

DEflNI110N 2.7. A digraph fl is said to be strongly cormected if either I V(fl)\c J or 
for every i, j E V(fl) there exists a directed path in fl from i to j. 

DEFlNl1l0N 2.8. A dicircuit (iI, ...• i", i.), k ~ 3, in a disraPh fl is said to bave a 
chord if E(fl) contains an arc (ii, i,) where 
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{ 

{/-I,I+I}, 
t* {2,k}, 

{k-I,I}, 

I <I<k, 
1= I, 
I=k. 

A dicircuit of length greater than 2 in .1 is said to be chordless if it bas no chord. 
DEANITION 2.9. (i) A dincted path a = (i" •.. , it> in a digraph .1 is said to be 

reversible in .1 if (ill, ... , ill is also a directed path in a. In this case we denote the 
directed path (ill, ... , ill by a-. 

(ii) A digraph .1 is said to be reversible or symmetric if every directed path in .1 is 
reversible. Observe that .1 is reversible if and onJy if 

(i,j)eE(.1)~ (j,I)eE(.1). 

Notation 2.10. Let A be an n X n matrix and let a, Il ~ (n), a, Il + ,p. We denote 

A[alll]: the submatrix of A whose rows are indexed by a and whose columns 
are indexed by Il in their natural orders. 

A[a] = A[ala], 

A(alll) = A[(n)\al(n)\fJ], 

A(a) = A(ala). 

DEflNITION 2.11. (i) Let A e CII,II and let a, Il ~ (n), lal = IIlI > O. The submatrix 
A[alfJ] of A is said to have dispersion k whenever k = lal - la n III (see also [12]). 
Submatrices with dispersion I are called almost principal submatrices. 

(ii) Let k be a nonnegative integer. A square matrix A is said to be k-sign symmetric 
if it satisfies 

(2.12) detA[alll] detAlPla] ~O 

for aU submatrices A[alfJ1 of A with dispersion less than or equal to k. The set of all 
k-sign symmetric matrices in CII,II is denoted by SS~II)' 

(iii) A square matrix is called sign symmetric if (2.12) holds for aU square submatrices 
A[alfJ] orA (see also [13]). The set of aU sign symmetric matrices in CII,II is denoted 
by SS(II)' 

(iv) A square matrix is called weakly sign symmetric if(2.12) holds for aU submatrices 
A[alfJ] of A with dispersion exactly 1 (see also [13]). The set of aU weakly sign symmetric 
matrices in CII,II is denoted by WSS(II)' 

Remark 2.13. (i) Observe that for nonnegative integers k and m, the inequality 
m > k implies SS(!r) ~ SS~II)' 

(ii) Let a, Il ~ (n), lal = IIlI > 0, and let k = lal- la n Ill. Since 

lal + 11l1-la n III = la U III :.! n 
and since k ~ lal it follows that k :.! n/2. Thus, the dispenion of a square submatrix of 
an n X n matrix cannot exceed n/2. It now follows that for a nonnegative integer m, 
m ~ (n - 1)/2 we have SS(!r) = SS(,,). 

(iii) Since submatrices of a given matrix have dispenion 0 if and omy if they are 
principal submatrices, it follows from Definition 2.11 (ii) that the O-sign symmetric matrices 
are just the matrices aU of whose principal minors are real. Also, a k-sip symmetric 
matrix bas real principal minors for every positive integer Ie. 

(iv) Observe that SS~,,) is the set of those matrices in W&S(,,) that have real principal 
minors. 
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DEFlNTIlON 2.14. Let A be an" X " matrix. The gra,ph I'(A) of A and the digrllPh 
A(A) of A are defined by 

Y(r(A» = Y(A(A»::: (,,), 

E(I'{A» = ([i,j], i,je(,,): Q4j+O or Qj;+O}, 

E(A(A» = {(i,j), i,je (,,): Q4j+ O}. 

DEFINITION 2.15. Let A be an " X " matrix and let a = (i" ...• i,J be a directed 
path in A(A). The corresponding path product is defined to be 

i-I 

TI..{A)= n Qij;J+I· 
1- I 

DEFlNTIlON 2.16. An " X " matrix A is said to be combinatorially symmetric if 
A(A) is reversible. 

DEFINITION 2.17. Let A.B. e C ...... The matrices A and B are said to be diagonally 
similar if there exists a nonsingular diagonal matrix D such that 

B=D-IAD. 

The matrices A and B are said to be permUlationally similar if there exists a permutation 
matrix P such that 

B=pTAP. 

DEFlNTIlON 2.18. (i) A square matrix A is said to be in Frobenius normal form if 
A may be written in the block form 

o 
where Ai; is an irreducible square matrix, ; = I, •.•• k. 

(ii) Let A, B e C ...... The matrix B is said to be a Frobenius normal form of A if B is 
in Frobenius normal form and if A and B are permutationally similar. 

Remark 2.19. Observe that by Definition 2.18 the Frobenius normal form of a 
square matrix A is unique up to permutation similarity, and so Frobenius normal forms 
of A have the same diagonal blocks up to permutation similarity. Also, since, as is well 
known, a square matrix is irreducible if and only if its cfisraph is stronaIy connected, it 
follows that the diagonal blocks of the Frobenius normal form of A are the principal 
submatrices of A that correspond to the maximal stronaIy connected subgrapbs (com
ponents) of A(A). 

DEFlNTIlON 2.20. Let A e C ...... A diagonal shift of A is a matrix A + D where D is 
a reaI diagonal " X " matrix. A scoJar shift of A is a matrix A + tJ where I is a real 
number. 

3. Re.ersible digraphs. 
PRoPOSmoN 3.1. Let 4 be Q digrllPh. Then every dicircuil in 4 is ,eversibk if tmd 

only if every chordJess dicircuil i" 4 is reversible. 
Proof. The "only if" part is trivial. Convcrsely we prove our asaertion by iDduction 

on the length of the dicircuits. Clearly, aU dicircuits in 4 oflength I and 2 ~ reversible. 
Also aU ~circuits ~ chordless and hence reverslble. Assume that aD dicircuits in 4 
of length less than" (" > 3) are reverstDle, and let a - (ii' •••• ;., i l ) be an n-cticircuit 
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in A. If a is chordless then it is reversible by the OOnditiODS of the proposition. Assume 
that a is not chordless. Without loss of generality we may assume that (ii, i~ E E(~) 

where I + 1,2,11. Observe that fJ = (i., i" i, ... It··· , i", i.) is a dicircuit in ~oflength 
less than n and therefore, by the inductive assumption, fJ is reversible. Thus we have 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

and 

(3.4) 

(ik,ik-I)EE(~), k=l+ I,··· ,n. 
(i., ;,,)E E(~), 

By (3.4), 'Y = (i., ... , ;" i.) is also a dicircuit in ~. Since the length of'Y is less than 
n, it follows from the inductive assumption that 'Y is reversible. Hence we have 

(3.5) k= 2, . .. ,1. 

It now follows from (3.2), (3.3) and (3.S) that the dicircuit a is reversible. 0 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let ~ be a strongly connected digraph. Then ~ is reversible if and 

only if every chord less dicircuit in ~ is reversible. 
Proof. The "only if" part is again trivial. Conversely, since ~ is strongly connected 

it follows that every arc (i,i) of ~ lies on some dicircuit a in A. By Proposition 3.1 the 
dicircuit a is reversible and hence <i, z) E E(~). 0 

CoROLLARY 3.7. Let A E C""'. Then every diagonal block in the Frobenius normal 
form of A is combinatorially symmetric if and only if every chordless dicircuit in ~A) is 
reversible. 

Proof. Our claim follows immediately from Corollary 3.6 and Remark 2.19. 0 

4. Irreducible matrices with sip symmetric diagoaal shifts. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let A E C"'" be diagonally similar to a Hermitian matrix. Then A e 

SS~,,)for every nonnegative integer k. 
Proof. Let D be a diagonal matrix and B be a Hermitian matrix such that 

A=D-·BD. 

For all a, fJ ~ (n), lal = IfJl > 0 we have 

det A[alfJ] det ArPla] 

= det D{a] det B(alfJ] det D-·rP] dct D[{J] dct B[pla] det D-·[a] 

= del B(alfJ] det B[pla] = det B(alfJ] det B(alfJ] ~ O. 0 

LEMMA 4.2. Let a, b e C and let 

p(t) = (t + aXt + b). 

(i) If p(t.), P(t2) e R for two distinct real numbers t. and t2 then either a = ." or 
a,bER 

(ii) If b > a then p(t) < 0 for all t, -b < t < -a. 
Proof. (i) If p(t.), P(t2) E R for two distinct real numbers t\ and t2 then necessarily 

a + b, ab E R Therefore, p(t) is a polynomial with real coefficients. Since the roots of 
p(t) are -a and -b our claim follows. 

(ii) Immediate, since for -b < t < -a we have t + a < 0 and t + b > O. 0 
CoROLLARY 4.3. Let a, bE C./f(t + a) (t + b) ~ 0 for all t e R then a II: b. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.2(i) we have either a = D or a, b e R In the latter case, by 

Lemma 4.2(ii) we have a = b. Hence, in each case, a = b. 0 
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In the foUowing results we discuss k-sign symmetric matrices, k ~ I. As observed 
in Remark 2. I 3(Ui), a matrix A is l-sign symmetric if and only if A is WQkiy sign symmetric 
matrix with real principal minors. Note that a matrix A e C..." may have nonreal principal 
minors even if all its diagonal shifts are in WSS(II)' This assertion can easily be verified 
for n = I, 2. However it holds for higher orders too as demonstrated by the following 
irreducible 3 X 3 matrix 

A=[~ : ~J. 
010 

The foUowing theorem relates weakly sign symmetric matrices to l-sign symmetric 
matrices. 

THEOREM 4.4. Let A e C..." be a weakly sign symmetric matrix and suppose that 
all the principal submatrices of A of order less than or equal to n - 2 me nonsinguJar. 
Then A has real principal minors if and only if the diagonal entries of A are real. 

Proof The ··only if" direction is obvious. Conversely, assume that A is a weakly 
sign symmetric matrix with real diagonal entries and nonsinguiar principal submatrices 
of order less than or equal to n - 2. We prove that the principal minors A are real by 
induction on the order of A. The claim is clear for matrices in WSS(I) and WSS(2). 
Assume it holds for weakly sign symmetric matrices of order less than n, n ~ 3, and let 
A e WSS(II ) ' Since every principal submatrix of a weakly sign symmetric matrix is also 
weakly sign symmetric, it foUows from the inductive assumption that aU principal minors 
of A of order Jess than n are real. Thus, aU we have to prove is that det A is real. 

Let a, = (n)\{n} and a2 = (n)\{n - I}, and define a 2 X 2 matrix B by 

i,j= 1,2. 

Since A e WSS(II) it foUows that B e WSS(2). Furthermore, bll and bn are principal 
minors of A of order n - I, and hence bl , and bn are real by the inductive assumption. 
Therefore, the determinant of B is real. By Sylvester's identity, e.g., [7, Vol. I, p. 33], we 
have 

(4.5) det B= detA[(n-2)] detA. 

Since det A[(n - 2)] +- 0 and by the inductive assumption detA[(n - 2)] is real, it now 
foUows from (4.5) that det A is real. 0 

The assumption of nonsingularity of the principal minors of A cannot be dropped 
from Theorem 4.4 as demonstrated by the matrix 

It is easy to verify that A e WSS(3). However, del A = i. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let A e C...", n ~ 3. Assume that cr is an n-dicircuit in ~A) IlIId that 

I'(A) consists of a single circuit. If A + De SS~,,)for all real diagonal matrices D then 

n.(A) = n .. (A). 

Proof Without loss of generality assume that cr -= (I, .••• II, 1). Notice that I'(A) 
consists of the single circuit [I, . .. • II, 1]. Since A + D E SS ~") for all real diagonal 
matrices D, it follows that 
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-
(4.7) y(D) = [del (A +DX112)][det (A +DX211)] 

where 

and 

- [a21z(D) + (-I r -2a..IP][aI2z(D) + (-I r -2a III q] ~ 0 

z(D) = det (A + DX I, 2), 

II-I 

p= n ajJ+I' 
j-2 

II-I 

q= n aj+IJ· 
)-2 

Since a is a dicircuit in A(A), it follows that 

Since, as observed in Remark 2.13(iii), A has real principal minolS, it follows that z(D) 
attains every real value for suitable choices of D. Therefore, if a21 = 0 then for an ap
propriate choice of D we have y(D) < 0, which contradicts (4.7). Thus we have a21 + O. 
Similarly we show that aj+ IJ + O,j = I, ..• , n - I and alII + O. Since A E SS~II) we now 
have al~21 > O. Dividing (4.7) by al~2" we obtain 

(4.8) [z(D) + (-lr- 2a,.IP/a2I][z(D) +(-Ir- 2al,.q/al21 ~O. 

Since z(D) attains every real value, it follows from (4.8) and Corollary 4.3 that 

(4.9) 

Notice that since al2a21 > 0 we have al2a21 = al~21' Hence, by multiplying the left and 
the right sides of (4.9) by al2a21 and a12a2" respectively, we obtain 

TI..(A) = TI .... (A). o 
LEMMA 4.10. Let A E C ..... have real diagonal entries and assume that 

(4.11) aijajiE~ for alli,jE(n), i+ j. 

If the equality 

(4.12) TI..(A) = TI..-{A) 

holds for all chordless dicircuits a in A(A) then it holds for all dicircuits a in A(A). 
Proof. Since A has real diagonal entries, it follows that (4.12) holds for l-dicircuits. 

Also it follows from (4.11) that (4.12) holds for 2-dicircuits. Assume by induction that 
(4.12) holds for dicircuits of length less than m, m ~ 3, and let a = (i" .,. , i"" il) be 
an m-dicircuit in A(A).1f a is chordless then by the lemma's conditions (4.12) holds. If 
a is not chordless, then necessarily m > 3, and without loss of generality we may assume 
that (i., i,l E E(A(A», where I + 1,2, m. Since A = A(A[i., ••• ,i",]) is sttongly connected 
and since by the conditions of the lemma every chordless dicircuit in A is reversible, it 
follows from Corollary 3.6 that A is reversible. Hence, (ii, il) E E(A(A» and hence fJ == 
(i" ii, i,+ " ... , i"" il) and 'Y "" (i" ... , ii, il) are dicircuits in A(A) with length less 
than m. By the inductive assumption we have 

(4.13) 

and 

(4.14) 

n~(A) ., n,.(A), 

n.,(A) = n-r-(A). 
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(4. 15) 

and 

(4.16) 
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Since we have (4.11), it now follows from (4.13), (4.14), (4.15) and (4.16) that 

ll..(A) = ll ... (A). 0 

We remark that Lemma 4.10 may be generalized. One can similarly prove the same 
conclusion under the assumptions that (4.11) holds and that (4.12) holds for all the 
dicircuits in an integral basis for the flow space of 4(A), see [14]. 

THEOREM 4.17. Let A E CII,II be an i"educible matrix and let k be a positiYe integer. 
Then the following are equiyalenl. 

(i) A + D E SS~,,)for all real diagonal matrices D. 
(ii) The matrix A is diagonally similar to a Hermitian matrix. 
Proof (i) = (ii). In view of Remark 2.13(i) it is enough to show this implicatiOJ1 

for k = I. Assume that A + D E SS~,,) for all real diagonal matrices D. Observe that since 
A is irreducible, the digraph ~(A) is strongly connected. Let 0: = (iI, •••• i"" ;1) be a 
chordless m-dicircuit in ~A). By Definition 2.8 we have m ~ 3. Let B = A[il , ••• , ;",]. 

Notice that r(B) consists of a single circuit. By Lemma 4.6 we have 

(4.18) ll..(A) = ll ... (A). 

It now follows from (4.18) that the chordless dicircuit 0: is reversible. By Corollary 3.6 
the strongly connected digraph ~(A) is reversible. Thus, since A is in SS~,,) it 
follows that 

(4.19) 

Furthermore, by Lemma 4.10 we have 

(4.20) ll..(A) = ll ... (A), 

for every dicircuit in ~(A). Therefore, by Corollary 4.20 of[3] it follows from (4.19) and 
(4.20) that A is diagonally similar to a Hermitian matrix. 

(ii) = (i). Assume that A satisfies (ii). Since A + D is diagonally similar to a Hermitian 
matrix for all real diagonal matrices D, it follows by Lemma 4.1 that A + D is 
in SS~,,). 0 

S. Irreducible matrices with sign symmetric scalar shifts. In this section we discuss 
matrices A all of whose scalar shifts are k-sign symmetric. Although the condition here 
is weaker than A + D E SS~,,) for aU real diagonal matrices D, the results are similar to 
those of the previous section. 

The following lemma is well known and may be found in [8, p. 79. Remark 6"1. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let A E CII,II be a tridiagonal matrix such that 

aiieR, ;=1,···.11, 

i= 1, ••. ,11-1. 

Then A has distinct real eigenyalues. Furthermore. if AI < ... < A.allFe the eigerrwzJues 
of A and III < ... < Il" _ • lIFe the eigenya/ues of A(n) or 0/ A(I), then 

A. <Il. < A2 < ..• <p." -. < A.a. 
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An easy well-known consequence of Lemma 5.1 is: 
LEMMA 5.2. Let A E C ..... be a tridiagonal matrix such that 

;=1,"',", 
and 

;= 1, ..• ,11-1. 

Then A has real eigenvalues. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let A E C ..... , 11 ~ 3, and suppose that if 11 is even then A is combinatoriaJly 

symmetric. Assume that a is an lI-dicircuit ill ~A) and that r(A) consists of a sillgle 
circuit. If A + tl E SS~,,)for all t E ~ then 

TI..{A) = TI ... (A). 

Proof Without loss of generality assume that a = (1, •.. ,11, I). Notice that r(A) 
consists of the single circuit [1, ... , 11, I]. Since A + t1 E SS ~,,) for all t E ~, it follows 
that 

(5.4) j{t) = det (A + tIXII2) det (A + tIX2II) 

where 

and 

= [a2lg(t) + (-I),,-2a"IP][aI2g(t)+ (-lr-2al..Q] ~O for all tE~, 

g(t) = det (A + tlX 1,2), 
It-I 

p= II ajJ+I, 
j-2 

It-I 

q= II aj+1J' 
j-2 

Observe that since A has real principal minors, if 11 is odd then g(t) attains every real 
value and our proof follows as the proof of Lemma 4.6 where (S.4),j{t) and g(t) replace 
(4.7), y(D) and z(D), respectively. If 11 is even then, since al2 .. 0 and since A is combi
natorially symmetric I-sign symmetric matrix, it follows that al~21 > O. Dividing (5.4) 
by al~21' we obtain 

(5.5) £g(t)+a]£g(t)+b]~O foral1tE~ 

where 

and 

Since g(t) attains infinitely many real values, it follows from Lemma 4.2(i) that 
either 

(5.6) a=lJ, 

or 

(5.7) a,bER 

If (5.6) holds, then we have (4.9) and we complete our proof as we do for Lemma 4.6. 
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If(S.6) does not hold, then we have (5.7) where a .. b. Without loss of generality we may 
assume that 

(5.8) b>a. 

Observe tnat if g(/) attains the value x then g(/) attains every value which is pater tb8n 
x. Thus, it follows from (5.5), (5.8) and Lemma 4.2(ii) that 

(5.9) g(/)~ -a> -b for aU lEFt 

Given that A + II E sst .. > for aU I E R we have 

(5. 10) h(/) = (det (A + IIX Iln)][det (A + IIXnl I)] 

"" [a"Jr(/)+a2JQ][aJ"r(/) + aJ2P] ~ 0 for aU IER 

where 
r(/) = det (A + IIXI, n). 

Dividing (5.10) by the positive number aJ"a"J, we obtain 

(5.11) [r(t) + c][r(/) + d] ~ 0 for aU IER 

where 

and 

. Observe that (5.8) implies that 

(5.12) c>d. 

As before, by Lemma 4.2(ii) it follows from (5.11) and (5.12) that 

(5.13) r(t) ~ -d> -c for aU IE Ft 

Observe that (A + t/) (1,2) and (A + t/) (I, II) are tridiagonal matrices which satisfy 
the conditions of Lemma 5.1. Hence by Lemma 5.1 their eigenvalues are simple. Thus, 
for appropriate choices of t, the determinants of these matrices, which are g(t) and r(/) 
respectively, attain negative values. Hence, it follows from (5.9) and (5.13) that 

(5.14) a,b,c,d>O. 

Let aJ = (n)\{ I, n} and a2 = (n)\{ I, 2}, and define a 2 X 2 matrix B by 

i,j= 1,2. 
Observe that 

(5.15) bJl = r(/), bn = g(/), bJ2 "" p, ~J = Q. 

By Sylvester's identity we have 

(5.16) del B= [det (A +IIXI,2,II)][det (A + t1XI)] for all lEFt 

By Lemma 5.1 let ). be the minimal eigenvalue of A(I, 2, II), and choose 10 - -A,. nus 
(5.17) det (A + Io/XI,2,1I) =0. 
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Furthermore, by Lemma 5.1 we have 

(5.18) r(lo),g(lo) <0. 

By (5.9), (5.13), (5.14) and (5.18) we now obtain 

(5.19) r(lo)g(lo) <ac=pq. 

On the other hand, by (5.15),'(5.16) and (5.11) we obtain 

r(lo)g(lo) = pq, 

which is a contradiction to (5.19). Therefore, our assumption that (5.6) does not hold is 
false, and our proof is completed. 0 

Lemma 5.3 does not hold for even n when we omit the combinatorial symmetry 
requirement as demonstrated by the following example. 

Example 5.20. Let 

A{~ ~ ~ fl 
Let a, Il ~ (4), lal = IIlI = la n III + I. To see that 

(5.21) det (A +tI)[alfJ] det (A +tI)[fJla] ~O for all teR, 

observe that the left side of (5.21) is equal to zero whenever lal ~ 2, and is equal to t 2 

whenever lal = 3. 
We remark that it is possible that a condition which is somewhat weaker t \aD 

combinatorial symmetry will do in Lemma 5.3. 
However, for matrices with k-sign symmetric scalar shifts, k> I, we do not need 

to state the condition of combinatorial symmetry. 
LEMMA 5.22. Let A e C""', n ~ 3, and let k be a positive integer, k> I. Assume 

that a is an n-dicircuit in ~A) and that r(A) consists of a single circuit. If A + tI e 
SS~fI)for all t e R then a is reversible in a(A). 

Proof Without loss of generality assume that a = (I, ... , n, I). Thus r(A) consists 
oCthe single circuit [I, ... ,n, I]. Assume that a is not reversible. Without loss of generality 
we may assume that alfl = O. In view of Lemma 5.3 it is enough to consider the case 
where n is even. Jience we may assume that n ~ 4. Recall that 

(5.23) A + tIeSS~fI> for all teR 

yields that A has real principal minors. Also, it follows from (5.23), that 

h(t) = det (A + tIXlln) del (A + tIXnll) 

where 

and 

= [p+alllr(t)]q~O for all teR 

r(t) = det (A + tIX I, n), 

II 

p= n aj.j_" 
j-2 

II 

q= n aj_I,j' 

j-2 
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Observe that h(t) is a polynomial in t of degree n - 2. Since it is DOnnepUve for alI 
t E ~ it follows that the leading coefficient a"lq must be nonneptive. In fact, since CI is 

.• dicircuit in .:1(A) we have 

(5.24) 

We distinguish between two cases: 
Case 1. n = 4. By (5.23) we have 

j{t) = det (A + tIX 112) det (A + IIX211) 

(5.25) = [a2Ig(t) + 4t,a2)IJl4]a12g(t) 

== [a2IaI2g(t) + il.41Q]g(t) ~ 0 for alI IE ~ 
where 

g(t) = det (A + tlX 1,2). 

If il.43 +- 0 then, since a:w oF 0, g(t) attains also negative values (for example for t = -a33). 
Thus, in view of (5.24) we can choose to such that g(to) < 0 and 

la2Ia'2g(Io)1 < il.4,q. 

But then f(lo) < 0 in contradiction to (5.25). Therefore we must assume that il.43 = o. 
Since k > I we now obtain by (5.23) that 

det (A + IIXI, 312,4) det (A + IIX2,411, 3) = -il.4,a2JD'lill4~ 0, 

which is a contradiction to (5.24). 
Case 2. n > 4. By (5.23) we have 

AI) = det (A + IIXI, n- 112, n) det (A + IIX2, nll,n -I) 

(5.26) = [a2lall,ll- ,g(l) - a",q/allil,,- ,,,.][allil,, - ,,,,g(I)] 

= [a,lil2Ia,,- l".all,ll- Ig(l)- alllQ]g(i)~O for alllE~ 
where 

g(l) = det (A + tlXI,2,n-l,n). 

By Lemma 5.2 I(t) attains every nonnegative value. Thus, in view of (5.24) we can 
choose to such that g(to) > 0 and 

lallil2Ia"-I,,.aIl,ll-Il(to)1 <alliq. 

But tbenAIo) < 0 in contradiction to (5.26). 
In each case we obtain a contradiction, which means that our assumption that CI is 

not reversible is false. 0 
We now state the theorem for the irreducible case. 
THEOREM 5.27. Let A E CII,II be an i"educible matrix and let k be a posilive inleger, 

k ~ 2. Then Ihe following are equivalent. 
(i) A + II E SS~,,)for all t E R 

(ii) A + II E SS~,,) for all I E ~ and every chord/ess dicircuit in A(A) is 
reversible. 

(iii) A + II E SS~,,)for all I E ~ and every chord/ess dicircuil of even length in A(A) 
is reversible. 

(iv) The matrix A is diagonally similar 10 a Hermitian matrix. 
Proof. (i) ~ (ii). Lemma 5.22 yields that every cbordless dicimJit in .6(..4) is re. 

versible. The rest of the implication is trivial. 
(ii) ~ (iii). Obvious. 
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(iii) ~ (iv). The proof follows exactly as the proof of the part (i) ~ (ii) in Theorem 
4.17, where D is replaced by tJ, and where Lemma 5.3 is used instead of Lemma 4.6. 

(iv) ~ (j). Since A + tJ is diagonally similar to a Hermitian matrix for all. t E R, it 
follows by Lemma 4.1 that A + tJ E SS~II)' 0 . 

6. Reducible matrices witb sign symmetric shifts. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let A E C ..... have the block/orm 

A = [All A12] 
o A22 

where A II and A22 are square, and let k be a nonnegative inleger. Then A is k-sign symmetric 
if and only if A II and A22 are k-sign symmetric. 

Proof. Oearly, if A is k-sign symmetric then so are All and A22 . Conversely, assume 
that A II and A22 are k-sign symmetric and let a, P ~ (n) be such that q = lal = IPI > 0 
and 
(6.2) 

We shall show that 

(6.3) det A[ alP) det A(fJla) ~ O. 

Let m be the order of A II. Denote by 

Observe that 

(6.4) 

and hence 

(6.5) 

a'=an(m), a·=a\a', p'=pn(m), p.={f\fJ'. 

la'i + la·1 = IP'\ + \p.\ = q, 

la'i + Ip·1 + IP'\ + \a1 = 2q. 

In view of (6.5) we need to consider only the following two cases. 
Case I. la'i + Ip·1 > q or \a·1 + IP'\ > q. Assume that 

(6.6) la'i + Ip·1 > q. 

By (6.4) we have \a'l, \P·I > O. Since A[p·la1 = 0 it follows from (6.6) by the easy direction 
of the Frobenius-Konig theorem (6) that A[Pla) is singular and hence 

del A[aIP) del A(fJla) = O. 

Case 2. la'i + Ip·1 = la1 + IP'I = q. If la'i = q [lp·1 = q) then la·1 = 0 llP'1 = 0) 
and hence IP'I = q lla·1 = q). In this case A[aIP) and A(fJ\a) are submatrices of All [A22) 
and (6.3) follows. If la'l, Ip·1 < q then observe that A[aIP) and A(fJla) are reducible. 
Furthermore, we have 

(6.7) 

and 
(6.8) 

detA[alP) = delA II [a1P1 detA22[a1Pj 

det A(fJla) = det AII (fJ'la1 del A22(fJ·laj. 
By (6.2), the sets a' and a· contain at most k indices which are not in P' and p., respectively. 
Hence, since All and A22 are k-sign symmetric, inequality (6.3) follows from (6.7) 
and (6.8). 0 
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In view of Remark 2.I3(ii) we obtain the following immediate corollary to 
Theorem 6.1. 

CoROLLARY 6.9. Let A E CII,II have Ihe blockform 

A = [AJI A12] 
o An 

where All and An are square. Then A is sign symmetric if and onJy if All and An are 
sign symmetric. 

We remark that the "only if" part of Theorem 6.1 holds trivially also when we 
replace Uk-sign symmetric" by ·'weakly sign symmetric." On the other hand, weak sign 
symmetry of All and A22 does not imply in general the weak sign symmetry of A for 
matrices with nonreal principal minors, as demonstrated by the following example. 

Example 6.10. Let 

[
. 0 OJ 

A= ~ 0 1 

010 

where A 11 is a 1 X I matrix. Obviously, the matrices A II and An are weakly sign symmetric. 
However, the matrix A is not in WSS(3 ) since 

det A(312) det A(213) =-1. 

Since the class SS~,,) is invariant under permutation similarity, the following is a 
corollary to Theorem 6.1. 

COROLLARY 6.11 . Let k be a nonnegative integer. A squIlre matrix A is k-sign 
symmetric if and only if every diagonal block in Ihe Frobenius norma/ form of A is k-sign 
symmetric. 

Let A be a square matrix. Observe that every dicircuit in 4(A) is a dicircuit in fl(B) 
where B is some diagonal block in the Frobenius normal form of A. Thus, the following 
theorem for the general case follows directly from Theorems 4.17 and 5.27 and Corollary 
6.11. 

THEOREM 6.12. Let A E CII,II and let k and m be posilive integers, m ~ 2. Then Ihe 
following are equivalenl. 

(i) A + D E SS~,,)for all real diagonal matrices D. 
(ii) A + II E SS'(,,)for aliI E R 

(iii) A + II E SS~II) for all I E ~ and every chordless dicircuil in 4(A) is 
reversible. 

(iv) A + II E SS~II)for aliI E ~ and every chordless dicircuil of even length in 4(A) 
is reversible. 

(v) Every diagonal block in lhe Frobenius norma/form of A is diagonally similar 
10 a Hermilian matrix. 
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